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                  Decentralized Crypto  Sports Betting
                

                
                  Sports Betting without Gamstopis creating a new era for the gambling
                  industry, and there is a reason behind that. Technology is
                  evolving, and online betting sites, which most people used to
                  frown upon in the past, are now in high demand. The secret
                  behind this upsurge of sports betting platforms is the concept
                  of decentralization.
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                Decentralized crypto sports betting has turned the table in
                favour of players and bettors. It allows players to place bets,
                stake their funds, win games and withdraw their winnings without
                the interference of any central authority. Other benefits like
                minimal transaction fees and anti-theft technology form the
                icing on the cake. Let's look at the concepts of
                decentralization and blockchain technology in detail.
              

              What Is Decentralized Sports Betting?

              
                Decentralized Sports betting is an up-and-coming way of betting
                that has revolutionized the sports arena's betting scene.
                Betting is quite common in many fields, and sports are no
                different. Decentralized betting means a more inclusive way of
                placing bets.
              

              
                It excludes the already established bookmakers. Instead,
                decentralized betting includes platforms built on an open source
                approach. Decentralized betting also incorporates blockchain
                technology, which we will discuss in the next section.
              

              
                Decentralized crypto sports betting will pave the way for a
                community-driven betting environment. Since the decentralized
                sports betting platform is open source, it is much more
                inclusive, and anyone can make changes and contribute to
                improving it.
              

              
                Anyone that places a bet can construct the market and even
                create odds. Decentralized betting does not levy hefty fees and
                is a considerably safe platform due to the involvement of
                blockchain, which provides an additional level of transparency.
              

              What Do You Mean By Blockchain?

              
                A blockchain is a form of database that is used to store
                information digitally. Blockchains are famous for their
                effective use in cryptocurrency storage. This is because they
                provide a secure platform and decentralized records for
                transactions.
              

              
                In a blockchain, data is stored in small clusters called
                'blocks'. All the blocks have a specific storage limit. Once the
                block storage is complete, that block is linked with the
                previous block. With more and more blocks, it forms a
                cross-linked chain-like system, hence the name blockchain.
              

              
                Blockchain differs from other databases as the information
                stored in blocks is linked to each other via cryptography. All
                the new data that comes in is stored in a new block. When this
                new block reaches its storage limit, it is linked to the entire
                chain.
              

              
                Blockchains work so that once data is entered and stored, it can
                be accessed but not changed, edited, or deleted. This way,
                blockchains have set up the foundation for immutable ledgers, or
                you could say they are the records of transactions that can not
                be altered, changed or deleted. Another name for blockchains is
                distributed ledger technology.
              

              What Are The Top Decentralized Sports Betting Platforms?

              
                There are quite a few decentralized sports betting platforms and
                crypto sports betting decentralized apps available nowadays.
                Here are a few of the best decentralized sports betting sites:
              

              	
                  Dexsport: The leading decentralized crypto sports betting site
                  in the market. Dexsport.io is the perfect platform for
                  decentralized sports betting. It is the first of its kind that
                  enables and integrates Blockchain, DeFi and NFT into the
                  betting arena. The decentralized sports betting platform
                  enables its users to make secure cryptocurrency transactions
                  while easily maintaining their anonymity. Perks include
                  transparent and safe transactions, instant payouts, high
                  security, multi-device support and low transaction fees, among
                  many others.
                
	
                  Stake: Stake is a well-known gambling site. The reason behind
                  their popularity is their neat user interface and the wide
                  variety of games they offer. They do not offer any welcome
                  bonus but come with other perks like VIP, cashback and
                  bonuses.
                
	
                  Cloudbet: Another online crypto sports betting site. The site
                  is very safe and secure with SSL and two-factor
                  authentication. They offer a 100% welcome bonus of up to 5
                  BTC.
                
	
                  Sportsbet: Sportsbet has a good reputation among sports
                  betting sites. They have fast and fair service, and bonuses
                  include VIP perks and fantastic promotions.
                
	
                  Thunderpick: Yet another great site to look up when online
                  sports betting. Thunderpick has minor complaints and offers
                  excellent service. It provides you with a welcome bonus of
                  upto 200 EUR.
                
	
                  BetOnline: One of the best sites, offering higher than average
                  betting limits. They do not offer anonymity, and you will be
                  asked to provide details like postal code and phone number to
                  open an account. However, they do offer about a 50% welcome
                  bonus up to $100.
                


              
                How Is Decentralized Betting Better Than Traditional Betting?
              

              
                There are quite a few differences between decentralized and
                traditional betting that makes decentralized betting a better
                option and the need of the future. The transactions flow through
                different levels between agents, blockchain providers,
                regulatory bodies, etc., in a traditional setup. This makes it
                easy for illicit activities to take place.
              

              
                In a decentralized system, on the other hand, the data is very
                well streamlined, and hence it leaves no space for illicit
                tampering. In traditional betting systems, the data may be
                incorrect and is prone to improper tampering. This could lead to
                incorrect resolutions and loss of deposits and funds. In a
                decentralized system, where blockchain is used, there is no
                option for damage or data tampering. This makes it a much safer
                and more secure system to opt for.
              

              Why The Low Fees?

              
                No agents and third parties are involved in a decentralized
                sports betting arena. There is no need for the lining of the
                founder's pockets. Decentralized sports betting sites and crypto
                sports betting decentralized apps only charge about 1% of the
                sum of all bets. This money is then used as a network fee that
                covers the developer's work and the costs of potential master
                nodes.
              

              
                Compared to traditional betting, players save a huge chunk of
                their funds when they don't have to pay the extra fees.
                Moreover, they get to avoid paying taxes which reduces high
                deductions from their winning amounts. Thus, the concept of
                decentralization is favoring players from a financial aspect as
                well.
              

              Is Trading In and Out Allowed During A Bet?

              
                Yes. There is no centralized authority regulating the game in
                decentralized betting. So, if you wish to trade in and out of
                positions before the game ends, you can freely do so. Unlike
                traditional betting sites, decentralized betting sites do not
                exercise control over the industry. As mentioned earlier, it is
                up to you and other sports gamblers to determine the odds and
                markets covered.
              

              
                Moreover, in decentralized betting, there is no chance of
                getting banned. While in a traditional betting setup, you might
                get banned for winning under suspicious circumstances. Since
                there is no one interfering or exercising control over the game,
                you can be tension free about getting banned from a bet.
              

              How To Get Paid?

              
                When investing in crypto sports betting, you get paid in
                cryptocurrency. All the transactions made online are done via
                the means of cryptocurrency only. After winning the bet and
                receiving the crypto money, you can liquidate the crypto into
                real funds.
              

              
                The plus point here is that cryptocurrency is decentralized as
                well. So there is no room for unsuccessful transactions as no
                bank will reject or deny crypto transactions. Unlike traditional
                betting, where the deposits were sometimes denied or rejected by
                the banks, all the deposits and transactions go through with
                100% success.
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                  110 %

                  After 5 hours

                  	Minimum Deposit $5
	Maximum Deposit $500


                  make a deposit
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                  120%

                  after 10 hours

                  	Minimum Deposit $500
	Maximum Deposit $5,000


                  make a deposit
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                  130%

                  after 1 day

                  	Minimum Deposit $5,000
	Maximum Deposit $15,000
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                  140%

                  after 2 days

                  	Minimum Deposit $15,000
	Maximum Deposit $100,000


                  make a deposit
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                      How much will you earn?

                      
                        Choose Plan
                        1% Hourly For 120 Hours
26% Hourly For 5 Days
130% After 3 Days
140% After 2 Days


                      

                      
                        Amount
                        
                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Total Return: 

                         $
                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              
                
                  What is geothermal energy?
                

                
                  Geothermal energy is the heat from the Earth. It's clean and
                  sustainable. Resources of geothermal energy range from the
                  shallow ground to hot water and hot rock found a few miles
                  beneath the Earth's surface, and down even deeper to the
                  extremely high temperatures of molten rock called magma.

                  Geothermal power is cost-effective, reliable, sustainable, and
                  environmentally friendly. Geothermal power is also considered
                  to be sustainable thanks to its power to sustain the Earth’s
                  intricate ecosystems. By using geothermal sources of energy
                  present generations of humans will not endanger the capability
                  of future generations to use their own resources to the same
                  amount that those energy sources are presently used. Further,
                  due to its low emissions geothermal energy is considered to
                  have excellent potential for mitigation of global warming.
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                The Value Obtained From Mining With Us
              

              
                There are many reasons as to why no other Bitcoin mining system
                can rival our service offer which is second to none.

                Our specialized mining services provide you with the following
                distinct advantages.
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                  Smart and Differentiated

                  Solution
                

                
                  Our company has been and continues to provide millions of
                  minors with smart and differentiated techniques of trading
                  with cryptocurrencies.
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                  A Pleasing Minin

                  Experience Solution
                

                
                  Upon signing a contract with us, we set up and maintain the
                  mining rig on your behalf. Finally, our platform has a simple
                  user interface for those who are new to mining.
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                  Simple Pricing

                  for Mining Solution
                

                
                  You pay for what you use and thus no need to incur related
                  charges when shipping mining equipment. You start mining
                  immediately you pay for our service.
                

              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              
                about bitways

                
                  Our team is composed of blockchain network, data center
                  hosting, and mining algorithm experts. You can bet on us for
                  the most reliable, efficient, and dependable cryptocurrencies
                  services.

                  Reasons to Choose Us

                  We provide you with seamless cryptocurrency mining methods.
                  Our state of the art Bitcoin mining system accommodates the
                  needs of both newbie miners with small-scale transactions and
                  experienced miners with a large scale of operation. We are
                  global leaders in cloud mining services and among the few
                  companies where you can use a multi-algorithm during trading.
                  Bitcoin and Altcoin miners can have an alternative to do
                  things differently on our platform. Join us today and
                  experience mining in a new level.

                  Smart and Differentiated Solution

                  From inception, our company has been and continues to provide
                  millions of minors with smart and differentiated techniques of
                  trading with cryptocurrencies. We mine the most actively
                  traded cryptocurrency protocols. We help you beat the crowds
                  by presenting you with a platform that is less crowded where
                  you trade in Altcoins and later swap it with Bitcoins. Doing
                  so enables you to navigate around the challenges of mining in
                  a fast and secure way.

                  Clients on our platform can directly mine Bitcoin, which is a
                  rare thing among many other platforms out there.
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                Total Investors
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                $ 1550405.80

                Total Invested
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                Total Paidouts

              

            

          

        

      

    

    
    
      
        
          
            Last 10 investments

            	Processor	Amount	Date & Time	Username
	[image: ]	$55.00	Feb-1-2019 01:18:07 AM	Jefferson
	[image: ]	$33.00	Feb-1-2019 01:16:30 AM	Bamby
	[image: ]	$55.00	Feb-1-2019 01:10:22 AM	Lerma19
	[image: ]	$86.33	Feb-1-2019 01:09:37 AM	afonsobitways01
	[image: ]	$272.84	Feb-1-2019 01:07:51 AM	julinha
	[image: ]	$25.00	Feb-1-2019 01:06:28 AM	balance168
	[image: ]	$312.76	Feb-1-2019 01:06:27 AM	ruth23
	[image: ]	$382.99	Feb-1-2019 01:04:30 AM	dgsilva
	[image: ]	$88.00	Feb-1-2019 12:58:31 AM	RitzaMg
	[image: ]	$132.00	Feb-1-2019 12:32:31 AM	yuphin919


          

          
            Last 10 Withdrawals

            	Processor	Amount	Date & Time	Username
	[image: ]	$107.80	Feb-1-2019 01:18:02 AM	PermetovUO
	[image: ]	$49.50	Feb-1-2019 01:16:03 AM	bitcoinety
	[image: ]	$107.80	Feb-1-2019 01:10:03 AM	Tafloh
	[image: ]	$27.50	Feb-1-2019 01:06:03 AM	wadee6365
	[image: ]	$137.50	Feb-1-2019 12:58:03 AM	Shanawar
	[image: ]	$71.50	Feb-1-2019 12:32:02 AM	y1a2da1tuIy
	[image: ]	$159.50	Feb-1-2019 12:22:01 AM	burdinusag6
	[image: ]	$82.50	Feb-1-2019 12:09:01 AM	bybaQB
	[image: ]	$302.50	Jan-31-2019 11:41:03 PM	Festzeit0F
	[image: ]	$130.90	Jan-31-2019 11:29:01 PM	hamza2004


          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            
              4%

              Referal Commission

            

          

          
            
              Bitways is paying for the popularization of its investment program
              and anyone can be rewarded. To benefit from this, you have to tell
              your friends, relatives or colleagues about our company. We offer
              4% referral commission. You can surely make a lot of money from
              the referral commissions you get!
            

          

        

        
          
            
              
                try THE MOST POPULAR AND PROFITABLE WAY TO GENERATE INCOME
              

              
                We offer excellent and steady returns with various investment
                Plans, We design our plans to be accurate according to our
                market revenue.
              

            

          

          
            
              get started with bitwaysaccess member panel
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